1. CAFÉ DE BEKAL PROJECT NEAR BEKAL FORT

2. RAINBOW RECREATIONAL ZONE /FORT WALL PROJECT

3. MANJAMPOTHIKUNNU HILL TOURISM PROJECT

4. NIGHT FOOD STREET PROJECT AT ANANGOOR, KASARGOD

5. NIGHT LIFE PROJECT AT KASARGOD, UNDER THE PROPOSED FLYOVER

6. MANAVEEYAM MODEL RING ROAD DEVELOPMENT UNDER ROB PALLIKKARA

7. FORT CIRCUIT

8. WORLD CLASS MALL AT PALLIKARA

9. TOWNSHIP DEVELOPMENT AT PERIYA

10. CHANDRAGIRI RIVER TOURISM

11. BEKAL RETREAT CENTRE

12. KOTTAPURAM HOUSE BOAT TERMINAL

13. POSEDIGUMBE HILLOCK TOURISM

14. AZHITHALA BEACH TOURISM

15. PARKING BAY UPGRADATION NEAR BEKAL FORT